Introducing blended learning: An experience of uncertainty for students in the United Arab Emirates
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The cultural dimension of Uncertainty Avoidance is analysed in this study of an introduction to blended learning for international students. Content analysis was conducted on the survey narratives collected from three cohorts of management undergraduates in the United Arab Emirates. Interpretation of certainty with blended learning was found in: student skills with technology; student acknowledgement of course organisation; and student appreciation of online feedback. Uncertainty with the introduction of blended learning was found: when membership was assigned for group work, higher quality research methods were introduced; where course structure lacked detail, increased time was required for new and different online activities. These international students, from countries with a high score on Uncertainty Avoidance, exhibited that dimension when introduced to blended learning. The implications of these findings are discussed, and strategies suggested for introducing blended learning to international students. The limitations of the study are considered, and a direction for future research is suggested. This is the first study on undergraduates in the Middle East for the effects of a cultural dimension when introducing blended learning. The findings increase the body of knowledge that relates to learning technology in the international business classroom.
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Introduction

The pedagogical approach of study in this paper is that of blended learning, i.e. a mix of face-to-face and e-learning instruction (Deepwell and Malik 2008; Martins and Kellermann 2004). We study the effect of one dimension, from within a culture framework, on the introduction to blended learning for business undergraduates at a university in the United Arab Emirates (UAE).

In this study we consult two culture frameworks for the insight they can offer the educator (Hofstede 1980, 1983; Project GLOBE [Global Leadership and Organizational Effectiveness] 2010). The researchers in Project GLOBE consider that People are not generally aware of the tremendous impact that national culture has on their vision and interpretation of the world. Because culture colors nearly every aspect of
human behavior, a working knowledge of culture and its influences can be useful to executives operating in a multicultural business environment. (Javidan et al. 2006, p. 67)

We contend that educators may not be aware of the impact of culture, and that it is useful for an educator to recognise the influence of culture on their students. For culture will impact both the perception of the learning environment and learner’s behaviour. Of course this is equally true of the educator’s vision and interpretation, but that is for a separate study.

In the culture model, the UAE is classified within the Middle East cluster of nations, and we investigate Uncertainty Avoidance (UA) because of the high score in that region for this cultural dimension (House, Javidan, and Dorfman 2001; Javidan et al. 2006; Kabasakal and Bodur 2002). UA is defined as “the extent to which the members of a culture feel threatened by ambiguous or unknown situations” (Hofstede, Hofstede, and Minkov 2010, p. 191).

A confidential survey to evaluate the introduction of blended learning was administered to three cohorts of students. Content analysis of collected narrative data revealed student certainty and uncertainty for the introduction of a blended learning environment. Three indicators of certainty with a blended learning environment were found: student skills in the use of technology; student acknowledgement of course organisation; and student appreciation of online feedback. Uncertainty with the blended environment was also indicated: challenges with online research; learner seeking clarification about online tasks; uncertainty with material; and increased time on task.

Awareness about the cultural dimension of UA increased this educator’s ability to diagnose potential challenges that may affect the introduction of blended learning (Bailey 2006; Sulkowski and Deakin 2010). Some lessons learned, and changes in pedagogy are suggested as a consequence of the study. The findings add to the body of knowledge, as this is the first study to be conducted on the effect of a cultural dimension for the introduction of blended learning to undergraduates in the UAE.

Literature review

The context for the introduction of learning technology in the United Arab Emirates

The UAE is a small country in the Middle East with a multi-cultural population of 8.26 million (UAE Statistics Bureau 2011). The introduction of learning technologies in western Higher Education is not a recent phenomenon, but for the UAE it is more recent, and is being pursued to support a knowledge economy (Alodiedat and Eyadat 2008; Mezias 2009; Owens and Price 2010).

The most important priority in UAE Higher Education is to change from traditional pedagogy, to prepare students for a technological workplace, with competency in “independent learning” and the “ability to work as a team” (UAE Minister of Higher Education and Scientific Research, His Highness Sheikh Nahayan Mubarak Al Nahayan, Mezies 2009, paragraphs 12–14). Academic study is required for the implications of learning technology, but research has, for the most part, been conducted outside the Middle East region (Alebaikan and Troudi 2011; Kemp 2011; Lansari, Tubaishat, and Al-Rawi 2010). Technological change in education and society has an implication for pedagogy because “optimal teaching and learning occur when teaching styles align with learning styles” (Proserpio and Gioia 2007, p. 69).
It is therefore necessary to consider how technology may have affected learning styles for a generation of students.

Statistical data reveals that 75.9% of the UAE population use the Internet, and, as students in this study will have been brought up with such access, we can consider them to be the “Net Generation” or “the virtual-generation (V-Gen)” (Dobbins 2005; Internet World Stats 2010; Proserpio and Gioia 2007, p. 70). The Economist (Monitor 2010) recognises that for a generation who have grown up with the Internet, it may have “transformed their approach to education” (paragraph 1). The assumption is that this generation has expectations of using information technology in education, because of their lifetime experiences with computers (Dobbins 2005; Feiertag and Berge 2008). Blended learning combines the pedagogy of a traditional classroom with the use of technology (Motteram and Sharma 2009; Oblinger and Oblinger 2005). As such, blended learning is an environment deemed appropriate for so called “digital natives”, brought up as they are on the use of computers, and confident with a variety of social media (Prensky 2001; Proserpio and Gioia 2007).

We educators must also be aware that, because of differing access and use amongst the same age group, “while technology is embedded in their lives, young people’s use and skills are not uniform” (Bennett, Maton, and Kervin 2008, p. 783). Study of the cultural dimensions of these young people increases knowledge about their use and skill in the application of technology to learning (Postman 1992). Further academic study on the cultural dimensions of learners is also important because of increased diversity in face-to-face, blended and online classrooms worldwide (Kabasakal and Dastmalchian 2001).

The dimension of UA for the introduction of learning technology

Two culture frameworks are of interest in this study because of the similarities in the findings for the Middle East (Hofstede 1980, 1983; Hofstede, Hofstede, and Minkov 2010; Javidan and House 2002; Project GLOBE 2010). For a discussion of the differences between the frameworks, see Hofstede 2006; Venaik and Brewer 2010.

The Middle East cluster of nations has a high score for the cultural dimension of UA (House et al. 2001; Ronen and Shenkar 1985; The Hofstede Centre 2012). UA, as previously defined, is “the extent to which the members of a culture feel threatened by ambiguous or unknown situations” [italics in the original] (Hofstede, Hofstede, and Minkov 2010, p. 195). Students in this research are studying in the UAE, and the majority of them are from the Middle East (University of X, Spring 2010). For these cultures, according to the Uncertainty Avoidance Index (UAI), there is “a high preference for avoiding uncertainty” (The Hofstede Centre 2012, UA, paragraph 2).

Various researchers have cited differences in learner expectations as being a culturally bound phenomenon, see, for instance, passivity in the learning of Asian students (Maxwell et al. 2000), and differences between European and Asian students’ motivation to study (Selvarajah 2006). A study on Arab education (World Bank 2008) found that learners are passive recipients of knowledge and lack applied learning in “the higher-order cognitive skills such as flexibility, problem solving and judgment” (p. 89). Due to their schooling in the Arab region, students “have learned to completely depend on their teachers for acquiring knowledge” (Lansari, Tubaishat, and Al-Rawi 2010, p. 74).
Therefore, for Arab students, there could be a problem with adaptation to a blended learning environment because the learner “has to take the initiative and responsibility for what they select, manage and access in a limited time outside formal contact hours” (Deepwell and Malik 2008, p. 6). The introduction of blended learning at universities in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) faced the challenge of culture, related to low levels of student discipline and responsiveness because of traditional teaching methods (Alebaikan and Troudi 2011). Students high in UA indicate a preference for structured learning, have a concern for the right answers, and attribute results to circumstances rather than acknowledging self-control for their learning (Sulimma 2005).

With students high in UA there may be an issue with blended learning because it depends on the learners being self-directed to complete activities, such as “peer discussion and collaboration, accessing library resources, reading, research and development and working through tutorial materials and workbooks” (Deepwell and Malik 2008, p. 5). It was found that in the KSA, students did lack sufficient self-discipline to succeed with online learning (Alebaikan and Troudi 2011). Blended learning is said to lead to shorter “seat-time” (Benson, Anderson, and Ooms 2011, p. 144), but that it relies on students, as self-directed learners, spending time on tasks outside the classroom environment. Lansari, Tubaishat, and Al-Rawi (2010) used a blended approach to extend independent learning skills for students in the UAE, finding that although it “allowed them to become independent learners, they still needed the guidance of instructors” (p. 73).

Learner perceptions, expectations and preferences are dependent on their culture; from more active to passive; more or less responsibility for learning; more or less interaction expected with peers and instructor (Rodrigues 2005; Sulkowski and Deakin 2010). Results from Rodrigues (2005), however, did not show strong differences between learners from high or low UA cultures, and the conclusion in that research was that cultural dimensions are only a starting point for investigation. Against this background, UA is a cultural dimension to consider within the student learning experience. The literature review leads to the research question: What evidence is there of learner uncertainty or certainty for the introduction of blended learning?

Research methodology
The methodology is a mixed model, following Miles and Huberman (2002), that “quantitative and qualitative inquiry can support and inform each other” (p. 396). Similarly to Geçer and Dag (2012), in their study of a blended learning experience, we invoked qualitative methodology. There is also an element of a mixed methods approach in this research, as quantitative analysis of data is represented.

Sample
The sample of international students comprises of undergraduates at a university in the UAE that follows an American curriculum, taught by a multicultural faculty experienced in American education. A total of 80 different nationalities study at the university, ten of those nationalities account for 78% of the student population, of which the majority are from the Middle East (University of X, Spring 2010). Although the individual nationalities in this sample remain unknown, due
to survey confidentiality, they are from different cultures and are being taught in a country that is acknowledged as high in UA. This study is made up of three sections of junior level business undergraduates enrolled in an elective course on leadership. A total of 40/62 students (65%) completed a survey during Fall and Spring semesters, 2009–2010, about their experiences following the introduction of blended learning.

**Data collection**

In support of a blended learning classroom, this author used a learning management system (LMS), ilearn, a customised version of Blackboard, that is also adopted in other UAE universities (Kemp 2010, 2011; Lansari, Tubaishat, and Al-Rawi 2010; Taha 2007). A survey was created and made available in the LMS. The number of questions was kept to four, deliberately few so as to encourage participants to answer. The survey elicited student narrative about their course experience through questions about: (1) what they loved, (2) what they found to be a challenge, (3) what they loathed, and (4) what was comforting to them (LCLC). The questions were “open” to encourage narrative comment about issues that participants considered important. The completion of the LCLC was voluntary, was not a graded component of the course, nor was there an incentive for its completion. Confidentiality was assured and maintained for the learners through the LMS tools that did not reveal student names. Participants remained unaware that the issues of learning technology or blended learning were of interest, instead the nature of the LCLC was explained to them as a survey to improve their learning environment. The survey was administered at mid-semester for two reasons: (1) to avoid a clash with the end of semester course evaluation and (2) to enable the Professor to make changes to the learning environment based on students’ learning experience.

**Data analysis**

The research question was addressed through content analysis following a three-staged process.

![Figure 1. Stage 1: keywords.](http://dx.doi.org/10.3402/rlt.v21i0.18461)
Stage 1 was to code the narrative comments descriptively, i.e. without interpretation (Miles and Huberman 2004). This stage was achieved by conducting a word frequency query to reveal keywords that formed a lexicon of significance for the learners. This stage of the analysis involved the coding of many keywords of which, for reasons of brevity in this paper, the 11 most frequent are included. A quantitative analysis of the keywords is contained in Figure 1.

Figure 1 exhibits the comparative occurrence, by percentage, for each of the 11 most frequent words. For example, professor was cited 46 times, was the most cited word in the narratives and represents 13% of the top 11.

Qualitative content analysis was conducted for stages 2 and 3 to more deeply interpret the student comments emanating from data.

Stage 2 of the analysis is where the comments were read and reread to interpret the backstage dynamics to the data from their context (Miles and Huberman 2004). At this stage, data was interpreted having become, “more knowledgeable about local dynamics, a more complex, more “backstage” web of motive turns up” (Miles and Huberman 2004, p. 57). The researcher reread all the comments and considered the context for the students, to classify data into positive and less positive comments (Gecer and Dag 2012). The answers to questions in the survey about love and comfort were considered as more likely to reveal certainty among students, i.e. contained positive comments relating to an aspect of the experience. Comments about challenge, and loathe, were considered together as potentially more likely to reveal uncertainty, i.e. were coded as less positive comments.

Stage 3 was enacted as a deeper interpretation of the content by recognising emergent patterns or themes of UA (Miles and Huberman 2004). To enhance the interpretation of the data, the narratives within all parts of the survey (LCLC) were read again to capture shared messages. Emergent themes were interpreted from the shared messages amongst student data relating to certainty or uncertainty with blended learning. Student quotations, extracted from data, illustrate the emergent themes.

Findings

The findings from the content analysis are now explained in relation to stages 1–3 making reference to the illustrative quotations extracted from the data. In Table 1, we represent the findings in alphabetical order to avoid a hierarchy of importance being attached to the elements of the blended learning experience.

Themes emerged as we interpreted what students were saying about their experience of blended learning. The story is one of appreciation for new experiences, but these are changes to traditional teaching, which take time to be accepted.

There was appreciation for the organisation of assignment deadlines available to students in the LMS (quotation 1). However, data about assignments revealed increased time on task due to searching for quality sources in the virtual library (quotations 2 and 16). Comments about time on task were found in the context of “deadlines”, appearing at twice the rate in the uncertainty than the certainty classification. The course text and other materials are common to an American business curriculum, but lacked regional relevance (quotation 12). The introduction of local case studies posted in the LMS to ameliorate this was positively commented upon (quotation 11). Keywords, “knowledge” and “learn”, repeated narration about increased time spent on knowledge acquisition. Keywords “research” and “sources”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 1. Keywords</th>
<th>Stage 2 context Classifications</th>
<th>Stage 3 Themes</th>
<th>Implications for pedagogy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assignment Deadlines</td>
<td>1. We know all our assignments and their contents prior to the deadline.</td>
<td>2. The assignments are very demanding and requires a lot of time and effort.</td>
<td>Requires and trusts teacher feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different</td>
<td>3. What makes it different is the constant interaction in class.</td>
<td>4. The tasks that we need to perform are new to me.</td>
<td>Interaction is beneficial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exams</td>
<td>5. We know what's going to be on the exam.</td>
<td>6. I do not like that everyone has different questions in the exam yet everyone had the same time allocation</td>
<td>Uncertainty with change concept of unfairness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>7. The practical group work where we learn by practicing and applying.</td>
<td>8. Not being able to choose the people to work with in groups, since we sometimes have a good understanding of some classmates.</td>
<td>Uncertainty with the unknown/ unfamiliar classmates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Learn</td>
<td>9. Each class I feel that I learn more concepts and discover new ways to improve and develop my knowledge and skills.</td>
<td>10. A challenge because of the need to cite sources outside the textbook, specially the fact that I do not learn names easily.</td>
<td>Misconceptions about activities – external forces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>11. I love that we are able that we are able to choose our own leaders for the case study.</td>
<td>12. The scope of the textbook's discussion is extremely narrow, dealing exclusively with issues from North America.</td>
<td>Local/global sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>13. Professor uses I-Learn frequently to either guide us for assignments, or to show us what is our stand in the course-in terms of the grades.</td>
<td>14. Flexible with us, for example, with the recording of interviews.</td>
<td>Preference for rules (security) expect flexibility in the application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Sources</td>
<td>15. Doing research to support our answers in the midterm and in-class assignments.</td>
<td>16. Preparing sources before the exam is very time consuming.</td>
<td>Time needed for acquisition of new knowledge and skills</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
were associated with the less positive classification (quotations 16) because of time and difference to the norm of searching online.

Learners commented on interaction as “different” in a blended classroom to the previous experience of a more traditional class. In quotation 9, there is appreciation for the acquisition of new knowledge and skills in each class. However, the key word “difference” also revealed uncertainty with change associated with new tasks (quotation 4), especially where change related to traditions in exam format. An “open laptop” exam format with individual questions (quotation 6) introduced the potential risk of failure for students. Unless students considered they had received a lot of practice, e.g. in online exam preparation (quotation 5) or in searching for sources (quotation 15).

There were misconceptions also about unfamiliar activities, and a desire for more information expressed (quotation 10). Within this study of learners from a high UA culture, there was evidence of reliance on Professor feedback (quotation 13). The professor was also expected to be flexible in expectations for the use of technology. Quotation 14 relates to student use of competence with technology, but needing flexibility (reliant on teacher permission) in its use.

A learner revealed how knowledge was attained through online group work (quotation 7). The interpretation was that interaction is beneficial (quotation 3). Students appreciated group work, although there was a sense of uncertainty with unfamiliar classmates (quotation 8).

To follow is a discussion about the themes that arose as implications for teaching and learning when a blended environment is introduced to students with high UA.

Discussion

The emergent themes revealed implications for changes in pedagogy to avoid uncertainty when introducing students to blended learning. These implications are contained in the final column of Table 1 and are considered further in this discussion.

Our study findings did not reveal student certainty or uncertainty about the shift to a more technologically supported classroom, concurring with findings related to this generation’s familiarity with technology. However, as Bennett, Maton, and Kervin (2008) argue, familiarity with technological tools is not the whole debate, surrounding the introduction of learning technology for the “Net Generation”, of so called “digital natives” (p. 775). Our research firmly places culture into the debate about learning technology/blended learning. The cultural dimension of high UA requires the international educator to consider culture and adapt blended learning to avoid potential resistance by those who are risk averse to a new learning environment (Adeoye and Wentling 2007).

As there is a tendency for less structure in blended learning, those from cultures who prefer more structure may perceive the environment rather vague (Sulkowski and Deakin 2010). Uncertainty manifested itself through survey narrative in students’ requests for more structured learning, e.g. explicit verbal and written direction was wanted. Learners from clusters that rate high on UA indicate a preference for structured learning and expect the professor to have the correct answers (Eom, Wen, and Ashill 2006; Sulimma 2005).
The professor had made full use of the LMS (online calendar, e-mail responses and online gradebook). To structure the blended environment towards less ambiguity for students, there is an opportunity to post asynchronous “diagnostic feedback”, on why answers are wrong, and “prescriptive feedback”, on how the answers could be improved for next time (Eom, Wen, and Ashill 2006, p. 220). Although an educator risks student uncertainty, because of less structured pedagogy, employment preparation is of concern as more structure is considered to stifle innovation in the workplace (Kelly et al. 2006; Shane 1995).

Lectures as a mode of structured instructional delivery were complemented, in this blended environment, with instructor facilitation of online group activities (Eom, Wen, and Ashill 2006). When the professor changes her or his role from the more traditional delivery of knowledge to become a student guide towards online material and facilitator in online group discussion and projects, it can increase uncertainty for students. The professor assigned team membership to introduce cultural diversity into online groups (Hornik and Tupchiy 2006; Hwang and Francesco 2010; Hwang, Kessler, and Francesco 2004). However, students expressed their uncertainty on this practice through less than positive survey comments. A preference was for certainty in the attitudes of familiar others, known performance, or regular decision making (House, Javidan, and Dorfman 2001). The author subsequently allowed students to continue their normal practice of choosing group members for projects, which were attributed a higher percentage for assessment. However, for online discussions that carried less weight in the final grading criteria, the professor continued to assign student group members. This practice was aligned with skills needed for a global workplace, as team orientation is vital for the ability to work across boundaries, to influence people without formal authority and to lead teams composed of different cultures (DeRue and Wellman 2009).

Assignments were formulated to increase knowledge about local issues. Students in this region require exposure to management in the Arab world because many will be employed in the Middle East (Abderrahman and Storti 2011). Students were familiar with searching online through the Internet for sources to complete assignments. However, a pedagogical approach to improve research quality, through use of the virtual library, created uncertainty as extra time was needed to locate these sources. It was concluded in a study of UAE students, that they did not appreciate the differences “between what is offered by library e-services and web search engine”, and therefore, “seamless linking of e-learning and e-library” becomes crucial (Taha 2007, p. 359). Further links to library sources were embedded in the LMS, and a research workshop was later introduced in an attempt to ameliorate UA when searching for quality regional and global sources.

A change in the exam norm caused students to exhibit uncertainty, as revealed in narrative relating to perceived unfairness and increased time on activity. Education for those with high UA must “encourage gradual acquisition of knowledge and skills practiced in a supportive environment, where mistakes are never fatal” (Pech 2009, p. 61). Progressive change is suggested to reduce UA, e.g. a change to exam format, from written to electronic, followed later with other changes to exam procedure. The results agree with findings that learners from high UA cultures spend more time completing online tasks and attribute results to circumstances rather than acknowledging self-control for learning (Adeoye and Wentling 2007; Sulimma 2005). The introduction of blended learning makes necessary a longer view of time for
knowledge acquisition, that is more fitting with learners from high UA cultures (Tang and Koveos 2008).

Limitations and future research direction
A limitation of article length only allowed analysis of one dimension, (UA), in a culture framework to be applied to this introduction of blended learning. A further limitation is that data collected were from learners who were also taught by the survey creator. There was potential bias in data interpretation by the teacher/creator/collector. To ameliorate bias, a research colleague reviewed the results, and a future survey is planned to collect data from learners taught by others. Survey data collected in other courses, and interpreted through other cultural dimensions, will extend the value of a culture framework for blended learning.

Conclusion
The mid semester LCLC survey addressed the research question, i.e. what evidence is there of learner uncertainty or certainty on the introduction of blended learning? To investigate the introduction of blended learning, an analysis of the cultural dimension of UA was conducted. Interpretation of certainty with blended learning was found in: student skills with technology; student acknowledgement of course organisation; and student appreciation of online feedback. Uncertainty with the introduction of blended learning was found: when membership was assigned for group work, higher quality research methods were introduced; where course structure lacked detail, increased time was required for new and different activities. Findings increased the international researcher’s ability to interpret collected data on learner experiences within a cultural dimension (Kets de Vries 2004). A culture framework also offers valuable insights for the educator to effectively introduce blended learning to international students (Hofstede 1983; Hofstede, Hofstede, and Minkov 2010; House 2004; House, Hanges, and Ruiz-Quintanilla 1999).
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